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Claims-based Identification Methods and the Cost
of Fall-related Injuries Among US Older Adults

Geoffrey J. Hoffman, PhD,* Ron D. Hays, PhD,wz Martin F. Shapiro, MD, PhD,wz
Steven P. Wallace, PhD,y and Susan L. Ettner, PhDw

Objectives: Compare expenditures of fall-related injuries (FRIs)

using several methods to identify FRIs in administrative claims

data.

Research Design: Using 2007–2009 Medicare claims and 2008

Health and Retirement Survey data, FRIs were identified using

external-cause-of-injury (e-codes 880/881/882/884/885/888) only,

e-codes plus a broad set of primary diagnosis codes, and a newer

approach using e-codes and diagnostic and procedural codes. Linear

regression models adjusted for sociodemographic, health, and

geographic characteristics were used to estimate per-FRI, service

component, patient cost share, expenditures by type of initial FRI

treatment (inpatient, emergency department only, outpatient), and

total annual FRI-related Medicare expenditures.

Subjects: The analysis included 5497 community-dwelling adults

Z65 (228 FRI, 5269 non-FRI individuals) with continuous Medi-

care coverage and alive during the 24-month study.

Results: The 3 FRI identification methods produced differing dis-

tributions of index FRI type and varying estimated expenditures:

$12,171 [95% confidence interval (CI), $4662–$19,680], $5648

(95% CI, $3819–$7476), and $9388 (95% CI, $5969–$12,808). In

all models, most spending occurred in hospital, outpatient, and

skilled nursing facility (SNF) settings, but greater proportions of

SNF and outpatient spending were observed with commonly used

FRI identification methods. Patient cost-sharing was estimated at

$691–$1900 across the 3 methods. Inpatient-treated index FRIs

were more expensive than emergency department and outpatient-

treated FRIs across all methods, but were substantially higher when

identifying FRI using only e-codes. Estimated total FRI-related

Medicare expenditures were highly variable across methods.

Conclusions: FRIs are costly, with implications for Medicare and

its beneficiaries. However, expenditure estimates vary considerably

based on the method used to identify FRIs.

Key Words: fall injury, economics, Medicare

(Med Care 2016;54: 664–671)

Fall-related injuries (FRIs) are the most likely cause of in-
jury-related emergency department (ED) visits and hospi-

talization among seniors, with over 2 million annual
FRI-related ED visits.1 As many as 30% of ED visits result in
hospitalization,1 with 630,000 hospitalizations for nonfatal
falls in 2011.2 A 2010 systematic review assessing the burden
of falls among older adults observed considerable differences
in costs per individual who falls (faller) ($2000–$26,000), per
fall ($1059–$10,913), and for fall-related hospitalization
($5654–$42,840).3 Costs per faller in US studies examining
older adults from all settings (including institutionalized
adults) ranged from $3766 to $25,955, whereas costs per faller
involving only community-dwelling older adults ranged from
$2310 to $24,140.3

Prior studies vary in terms of the population examined,
the type of information used to identify a fall, cost data used,
and study design/model specification (see Appendix A, Table
A1, Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/
MLR/B155). Of particular importance is the approach to
identifying FRIs. Most FRI costing studies have used ad-
ministrative data, involving ICD-9 diagnosis codes and ex-
ternal cause-of-injury codes (e-codes). Studies have also
varied in terms of study design, with studies making use of
“cohort,” “case-crossover,” and “case control” designs,4–6

while employing differing model specifications. However, the
effect of different approaches on cost estimates is unknown.

METHODS USED TO IDENTIFY FRIs
FRIs are most commonly identified using claims data

e-codes, which assess the place and mechanism of an injury.
However, e-codes are commonly missing in claims data.7–9

Authors of 1 study found that only 7% of hip or femur
fractures among older adults had e-codes for their injuries.10

The accuracy of e-codes (the percentage of e-codes that are
in agreement when abstracting patient records) was 66% and
73% in 2 studies.11–13 There is also an absence of quality
assurance activities aimed at monitoring the completeness
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and validity of e-codes.8 Missingness in records could be due
to certain states not having a statewide database for col-
lecting injury information (a number of states are not man-
dated to collect e-code information) and because, among
states collecting such information, there are differences in
the number of fields available for inputting e-codes in the
databases; further, some states are unable to identify a first
hospital visit for patients hospitalized more than one time for
an injury.7

Accordingly, this method is likely insensitive (ie, does
not adequately identify as fallers those respondents who
experienced an FRI) but highly specific (ie, correctly iden-
tifies as nonfallers those individuals who did not fall).
Moreover, the method likely identifies fallers as those in-
dividuals experiencing the most serious (and thus most
costly) falls, resulting in higher cost estimates but lower FRI
prevalence than other methods.

Another approach uses e-codes plus ICD-9 diagnosis
codes for fractures, dislocations/sprains and strains, intra-
cranial injuries, and contusions.4,5,10 This method is highly
sensitive, but nonspecific, as it broadly ascribes falls to in-
dividuals. Thus, the average cost of a fall observed is likely to
be low as individuals are considered fallers even if they had
treatment for an injury due to an incident less serious than a
fall. However, the prevalence of fallers identified should be
higher compared with that obtained using only e-codes.

A more recently introduced approach using e-codes,
inpatient ICD-9 diagnostic, and outpatient procedural codes to
assess whether claims data reflected a serious fall injury.14,15

Cases can qualify according to receipt of treatment for diag-
noses in inpatient settings, including the hospital and skilled
nursing facilities (SNFs), or by receipt of procedures (within
certain time periods following initial treatment) performed in
outpatient settings. This method may be more sensitive than
the first and is potentially as sensitive as the second method; it
is also potentially more specific than the second method. Re-
sultant cost estimates may be lower than with the first and
higher than with the second method; also, the prevalence of
fallers using this method may be higher and lower compared
with the first and second methods, respectively.

The current study uses these 3 FRI identification
methods to estimate annual per-FRI episode, service com-
ponent, patient cost-share, and total Medicare FRI-related
expenditures. The study objective is to inform whether the
widespread use of e-codes in falls surveillance and cost-
of-falls analyses provides similar estimates to other FRI
identification methods.

METHODS

Data and Study Population
This study uses the Area Health Resource File, the 2008

Medicare Impact File, and the 2008 Health and Retirement
Study (HRS) (with interviews conducted from February 2008
to February 2009) data linked to 2007–2009 Medicare
claims data—which includes Beneficiary Summary, Carrier,
Denominator, Inpatient, Outpatient, Durable Medical Equip-
ment (DME), Home Health Agency (HHA), skilled nursing
facility (SNF), Hospice, and MedPAR Standard Analytic

Files. Participants were included if they were 65 years and
older, not living in a nursing home at the time of interview,
alive during the full follow-up period (which is 12 mo from
the date of the index admission date, or the first qualifying
FRI, as discussed below), and had continuous Parts A/B
coverage.

Methods for Identifying FRIs
Three separate methods are used to identify FRIs in the

claims data. Method 1 (the e-code only, or “ECO” method) is
the one commonly used to identify FRIs in claims data and
typically involves the ICD-9 e-codes 880, 881, 882, 884, 885,
or 888.3,6,10,16–20 Method 2 (e-code and diagnostic code, or
“ECDC” method) uses the above e-codes plus a broad set of
primary inpatient diagnostic codes indicating fractures, dis-
locations, sprains, strains, head injuries, and contusions (ICD-
9 diagnostic codes 800–848, 850–854, and 920–924).4,5,10

Method 3 (the adapted UCLA/RAND, or “AUR” method)
employs an adaptation of the algorithm that identified ICD-9
inpatient primary diagnosis codes (for hip fractures, other
nonvertebral fractures, head trauma, joint dislocations, and
injuries identified by the above e-codes) as well as outpatient
Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) codes (for imaging
and repair procedures) as fall injuries.14,15 To identify index
FRIs, each of the 3 methods uses e-codes from inpatient,
outpatient, and SNF claims data; the ECDC method and AUR
methods additionally use ICD-9 codes from the Carrier file,
whereas the AUR method further uses CPT codes from out-
patient settings. See Table 1 for additional details, including
analytic sample sizes and size of FRI cohort using each
identification method; note that differing total sample sizes
resulted from use of the “washout” period—or 12-month
period of time without an FRI required for inclusion in either
of the cohorts—that excluded different numbers of re-
spondents using each FRI identification method.

Study Design
This study uses a “case-crossover” design to isolate

per-FRI episode expenditures (hereafter referred to as “per-
FRI expenditures”) using a pre-post analysis with a com-
parison group. An FRI and non-FRI cohort were created
using the 3 FRI identification methods described above and
then pooled for analysis. The FRI cohort included those with
a first FRI in 2008 but no FRIs during the 12 months before a
given individual’s specific date of index admission (a first
qualifying FRI) and the non-FRI cohort included those with
no FRIs in 2007, 2008, or the first half of 2009. FRI cohort
individuals received an index date—the date of their first
qualifying FRI in 2008. Non-FRI cohort individuals received
an index date that was the midpoint of the year during which
FRI cohort index admissions were observed, 7/1/2008.

Medical expenditures for both cohorts were measured
during the year before (preindex) and following the index
date (postindex). Expenditures were defined as total, direct,
medical expenditures from the perspective of the Medicare
program and Medicare beneficiary, excluding Medicaid,
private supplemental insurance policies, and other third-
party payers. Medical expenditures include the amount
Medicare paid to the institutional provider, physician, or
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supplier for the services covered by the claim record plus
beneficiary out-of-pocket (OOP) expenditures.

The main expenditure outcome is expenditures in the
postperiod minus expenditures in the preperiod (expenditures
change score) and the predictor of interest is an indicator for
whether the observation is from the FRI versus non-FRI
cohort. The estimated marginal effect of this indicator
therefore reflects a “difference-in-differences” estimate, that
is, the differential change in expenditures experienced over
time between individuals who did and did not have an FRI.
Because this methodology (which is akin to controlling for
person-level fixed effects) controls for measurable and un-
measurable confounders that do not vary within an individual
over time, the difference in change scores can be interpreted
as the incremental expenditures associated with an FRI
during the year after falling.

Descriptive statistics are provided. An ordinary least
squares specification was chosen given that change scores
were normally distributed:

DExpendi
¼b0þb1FRIiþb2Healthiþb3Areaiþei

where, for respondent i, DExpendi
is the expenditure change from

the prebaseline to postbaseline period, FRIi is the FRI cohort,
Healthi are health variables, and Areai are contextual variables,
discussed below. Using each FRI identification method, ex-
penditures were estimated (in separate models) by service cat-
egory (hospital, outpatient/carrier, SNF, HH, DME, hospice) and
for patient OOP expenditures. Expenditures were also estimated

by type of treatment initially received—inpatient (hospital/SNF
including admission from EDr10 d of discharge), ED-only, or
outpatient (in a model identical to that shown above but that
included dummy variables for each treatment type rather than a
dichotomous variable indicating whether an FRI occurred).6

Total Medicare expenditures were computed using estimated
per-FRI expenditures, fall prevalence, and the number of older
Medicare beneficiaries in 2008 (34.3 million).21

Risk Adjustment Variables
The study controlled for individual and contextual

factors that are associated with falls in the falls literature and
health services’ price and/or quantity and thus might con-
found the falls-cost relationship.22 To control for potential
confounders of the falls-expenditure relationship, individual
and contextual factors that have been associated with falls
and/or health care expenditures were included. These were
individuals’ age at the index date,22,23 self-reported sex,22,23

race/ethnicity (white, black, Hispanic, Asian/Pacific Islander,
Other),23,24 educational level (less than high school, high
school, some college, college or beyond), and total house-
hold income and wealth (the latter 3 of which may affect the
home environment, which has been associated with fall
risk).25 Self-reported health-related characteristics were in-
cluded to account for differential demand for care: number of
chronic health conditions22,26–28 (an index scored from 0 to 5
for osteoarthritis, stroke, heart disease, high blood pressure,
and diabetes), functional limitations (an index scored from 0

TABLE 1. Three Methods to Identify FRI in Medicare Claims Data: Codes and Claims Data Used, Sample Size, and Sensitivity and
Specificity of Methods

Codes Used Claims Used

Sample

Size Sensitivity and Specificity

1. E-code only
(ECO) method

E-codes 880, 881, 882, 884, 885, and 888 Inpatient (IP),
outpatient (OP),
skilled nursing
facility (SNF)

55 FRI,
5463
non-FRI
(1% FRI)

Insensitive (does not adequately identify as fallers
those respondents who experienced an FRI) but
highly specific (correctly identifies as nonfallers
those individuals who did not fall)

2. E-code and
broad
diagnostic code
(ECDC)
method

E-codes 880, 881, 882, 884, 885, and 888; ICD-9
diagnostic codes 800–848, 850–854, and
920–924

IP, OP, carrier file
(PB), SNF

705 FRI,
4774
non-FRI
(13%
FRI)

Highly sensitive but nonspecific, as this method
broadly ascribes falls to individuals

3. Adapted
UCLA/RAND
(AUR) method

Inpatient e-codes 880, 881, 882, 884, 885, and 888;
primary or secondary inpatient ICD-9 diagnoses
of hip fracture (820), other fracture* (807–810,
812–817, 821–824), head injury (800–804,
850–854), or joint dislocation (831–833, 836);
(a) fracture repairs indicated by CPT codesw for
hip fractures and other fractures, face injuries,
and joint dislocations; and (b) fracture repairs
that occurred on same day as outpatient ICD-9
diagnosis codes identified as FRIs; (a) multiple
outpatient ICD-9 diagnosis codes or an imaging
CPT code plus an outpatient ICD-9 diagnosis
code that occurred on separate days but <10 d
apart; or (b) 1 outpatient e-code; e-codes 806,
812–814, 867, 878, 879, 915, 916, 930–936,
942–949, and 980 resulted in nonqualification
unless an FRI-identifying e-code is also listed

IP, OP, carrier file
(PB), SNF

228 FRI,
5269
non-FRI
(4% FRI)

Potentially more sensitive than the e-code only
method (method #1) and as sensitive as the e-
code and broad diagnostic code method (method
#2). Less specific than the first method and
potentially more specific than the second method.

*Other fractures include fractures of the pelvis, neck/trunk, clavicle, humerus, radius and ulna, carpal, hand, femur/tibia, fibula, patella, or ankle).
wPlease contact authors for additional information regarding CPT codes used to identify repair and imaging procedures.
CPT indicates Current Procedural Terminology; FRI, fall-related injuries.
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to 12 for reported difficulties with activities such as walking
several blocks),22,23,28,29 and self-rated eyesight (1–6 where
1 = legally blind and 6 = excellent)23,27,28 and hearing (1–5,
where 1 = poor and 5 = excellent)27,30–32; low cognitive sta-
tus22,23,27,28 was measured using a score of r6 on the Tel-
ephone Interview of Cognitive Status (range of 0–15)33; and
disability indicating that a respondent reported applying for
SSI or SSDI (reflecting diminished physical status, which is
a risk factor for falls).22,23 The model also included self-
reported use of psychiatric medications23,27 and, to account
for the likelihood of accessing services, supplemental Med-
icaid coverage. To measure the area-level availability and
price of medical care, a county’s number of nonfederal
physicians/100,000 older adults and Medicare wage index
were included.

RESULTS

Unadjusted Results
Characteristics of study respondents in the FRI cohort

were generally similar across methods (Table 2). Preindex and
postindex expenditures for the non-FRI cohort were similar
across methods (B$7500 and B$9500, respectively; Table 3).
However, for the FRI cohort, there was significant variation
across methods in preindex expenditures (from $9461 to
$14,040) and postindex expenditures (from $16,899 to
$28,883). Accordingly, expenditure changes also ranged
broadly for the FRI cohort.

Adjusted Results

FRI Expenditure Estimates
Although the expenditure estimate confidence intervals

(CIs) overlapped for the 3 methods, point estimates ranged
considerably (Table 4). With the commonly used EOC
method, expenditures were $12,171 (95% CI, $4662–
$19,680). The ECDC method (using e-codes and a broad set
of diagnostic codes) and AUR (using e-codes, a more limited
set of diagnostic codes, and procedural codes) estimated FRI
expenditures 54% and 30% less than the ECO method, re-
spectively: expenditures using ECDC were $5648 (95% CI,
$3819–$7476) and using AUR were $9388 (95% CI, $5969–
$12,808) (Table 4).

Service Components and OOP Expenditures
For each method, hospital, outpatient, and SNF ex-

penditures comprised the majority of spending (Fig. 1).
Hospital expenditures were greatest for ECDC (42% vs. 35%
and 31% for ECO and AUR, respectively), whereas SNF
expenditures were greatest for ECO (48% vs. 22% and 39%
for ECDC and AUR, respectively). Outpatient expenditures
constituted 11%, 27%, and 18% of total estimated per-FRI
expenditures for methods 1–3, respectively (Table 4). OOP
expenditures were greatest for ECO ($1900) and lowest for
ECDC ($691). Coinsurance represented the majority of OOP
expenditures across all methods (88%, 86%, and 82%, re-
spectively, for models 1–3).

Expenditures Associated With Initial Treatment for
Index FRI

With respect to treatment for the index admission, in-
patient FRI expenditures were lower in the ECDC and AUR
methods—$22,749 and $21,424—compared with ECO
($33,418) (Table 4). However, ED-only and outpatient-
treated FRIs were similar ($5000–$6000 and $5000–$8000,
respectively) across the methods.

Total FRI-related Medicare Expenditures
Total Medicare expenditures were highly sensitive to

the FRI identification method used. Approximate, total
Medicare expenditures were $4 (95% CI, $2–$7), $25 (95%
CI, $17–$33), and $13 (95% CI, $9–$18) billion for methods
1–3, respectively. Even though the per-FRI annual ex-
penditure estimate was lower using AUR compared with
ECO, the total Medicare expenditure was much greater due
to the higher proportion of beneficiaries assumed to have
fallen during the study period. There were >3 times as many
beneficiaries in the FRI cohort using AUR compared with
ECO (13% vs. 4%).

DISCUSSION
The study’s findings indicate that the method used to

identify FRIs in claims data has important implications for
annual per-FRI and, in particular, total Medicare expenditure
estimates. Several FRI identification approaches were used
because existing approaches vary in terms of sensitivity and
specificity.14 The broadest approach (ECDC) produced the
lowest per-FRI expenditure estimates, whereas the narrowest
approach (EOC) and an adaptation of a method using e-
codes, diagnostic, and procedural codes (AUR) produced
relatively higher per-FRI expenditure estimates. The total
annual Medicare FRI-related expenditures for older adults
varied due to the difference in prevalence estimates for FRIs
using each of the methods.

The study offers possible explanations for these ex-
penditure discrepancies. First, differences in the distribution
of FRIs across methods may affect expenditure estimates. The
claims-based FRI identification method using e-codes only
identified a relatively high proportion of index FRIs initially
treated in the ED (55% compared with 11% and 25% for the
ECDC and AUR methods, respectively), relative to inpatient
or outpatient/physician care settings. It may be that e-codes
for falls are more commonly documented in the ED compared
with hospitals. In addition, the ECO method (which assesses
FRIs in outpatient settings with e-codes) may not be as sen-
sitive to outpatient-treated FRIs as the other 2 methods, which
identify FRIs involving outpatient/physician care using di-
agnosis (and in addition, in the AUR method, CPT procedure)
codes. In the outpatient and Carrier files (the latter of which
does not contain e-codes), there were 817,455 observations
for 2007–2009, 599 of which had e-codes. Comparatively,
methods 1–3 identified 599 (0.07%), 24,374 (3.0%), and 7404
(0.9%) FRIs, respectively. Compared with the ECO method,
most additional FRIs in the adapted AUR method involved
outpatient diagnosis codes. Also, the ECDC method identified
outpatient expenditures as comprising a proportion of total
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expenditures nearly double that of the AUR method and triple
those of the ECO method—presumably due to that method’s
inclusion of sprains and strains that are not considered FRIs in
the traditional and AUR methods. In all, the use of e-codes
only to identify FRIs is problematic, as noted as well in prior
analyses.8,11,13 One report noted the incompleteness of e-
coding in most states, with 44% of states that evaluated
hospital records also e-coding at least 90% of injury-related

hospitalizations. Until injury reporting is improved with more
thorough provider reporting of injuries, more complete shar-
ing of injury data by certain states, as well as changes to state
regulations regarding e-coding, the use of e-codes only for
falls surveillance may continue to pose problems for re-
searchers and policymakers—suggesting the need for alter-
native approaches such as those provided with ECDC and
AUR.

TABLE 2. Comparison of FRI Identification Methods for Unadjusted Descriptive Statistics for Older Medicare Beneficiaries,
2007–2009

1. E-Code Only (ECO)

(n=5518)

2. E-code and Broad Diagnostic Code

(ECDC) (n=5479)

3. Adapted UCLA/RAND (AUR)

(n=5497)

FRI Cohort Non-FRI Cohort FRI Cohort Non-FRI Cohort FRI Cohort Non-FRI Cohort

Characteristics of individuals in FRI cohort
Age 81 (8) 81 (8) 77 (7) 76 (7) 78 (7) 76 (7)

Male (%) 36 42 33 43 32 42
Race/ethnicity (%)

White 85 82 85 82 86 82
African American 11 11 8 11 7 11
Hispanic 0 4 5 4 3 4
Other 4 3 3 3 4 3

Education (%)
Less than high school 22 22 22 22 23 22
High school 37 37 39 37 36 37
Some college 13 20 18 20 15 20
College 22 21 21 21 26 20

Income ($1000) 44 (45) 55 (110) 61 (211) 54 (86) 54 (73) 55 (111)
Wealth ($1000) 499 (1000) 562 (1307) 563 (1099) 562 (1327) 635 (1200) 559 (1311)
Eyesight (1–6) 3 (1) 3 (1) 3 (1) 3 (1) 3 (1) 3 (1)
Hearing (1–5) 3 (1) 3 (1) 3 (1) 3 (1) 3 (1) 3 (1)
Cognitive impairment (%) 5 2 3 2 3 2
No. functional limitations (0–12) 7 (3) 4 (3) 5 (3) 4 (3) 6 (3) 4 (3)
No. chronic conditions (0–6) 3 (1) 2 (1) 2 (1) 2 (1) 2 (1) 2 (1)
Psychiatric medication (%) 15 9 12 9 13 9
Disability (%) 22 12 12 12 13 12
Medicaid (%) 11 9 10 9 8 9
Area wage index 0.92 (0.16) 0.96 (0.15) 0.97 (0.15) 0.96 (0.14) 0.96 (0.16) 0.96 (0.15)
Physicians/10,000 older adults 147 (94) 188 (141) 191 (153) 188 (140) 181 (133) 188 (141)

FRI indicates fall-related injuries.

TABLE 3. Comparison of FRI Identification Methods for Unadjusted Expenditures for Older Medicare Beneficiaries, 2007–2009

Method 1 (n=5518) Method 2 (n=5479) Method 3 (n=5497)

Index FRI type [n (%)]
Inpatient 12 (22) 13 (2) 25 (11)
ED only 30 (55) 80 (11) 58 (25)
Outpatient 13 (24) 612 (87) 145 (64)

Expenditures ($) (SD)
Preindex 8003 (14,893) 7650 (14,619) 7801 (14,682)

FRI cohort 14,040 (18,827) 9461 (16,059) 11,575 (18,960)
Non-FRI cohort 7942 (14,838) 7383 (14,376) 7638 (14,448)

Postindex 10,099 (19,906) 10,035 (19,479) 10,081 (19,826)
FRI cohort 28,883 (28,004) 16,899 (24,008) 23,151 (25,977)
Non-FRI cohort 9909 (19,720) 9021 (18,506) 9515 (19,321)

Change score 2096 (20,023) 2394 (19,427) 2280 (19,880)
FRI cohort 14,843 (28,654) 7437 (23,621) 11,577 (26,329)
Non-FRI cohort 1967 (19,878) 1638 (18,616) 1878 (19,457)

Method 1 involves the use of e-codes (880, 881, 882, 884, 885, or 888) only. Method 2 uses the same e-codes plus primary inpatient diagnostic codes indicating fractures,
dislocations, sprains, strains, head injuries, and contusions (ICD-9 diagnostic codes 800–848, 850–854, and 920–924). Method 3 involves FRIs identified using the adapted UCLA/
RAND algorithm15 in which FRIs are identified using inpatient (hospital and SNF) ICD-9 primary diagnoses and the same e-codes plus outpatient diagnoses and procedural codes.
The change score is the difference between preindex and postindex costs.

FRI indicates fall-related injuries.
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Despite some relative benefits, however, using the
ECDC method may also be problematic to an extent. That
approach identified a number of minor outpatient injuries as
FRIs, but it is questionable whether all such injuries are fall-
related; for example, minor sprains treated in outpatient set-
tings may not be uniformly attributable to FRIs. Overall,
ECDC’s lack of specificity may overestimate the prevalence
of fallers and underestimate expenditures, suggesting that
prior studies using this method may have underestimated per-
FRI episode expenditures (excepting other methodological
choices that could have inflated those studies’ estimates).4,5,10

Also, because it identifies a much greater proportion of in-
dividuals with FRIs compared with other methods, it results
in total annual FRI-related Medicare expenditure ranges
($17–$33 billion) nearly twice those using the AUR method
($9–$19 billion) and even greater relative to the EOC method
($2–$7 billion). In future analyses estimating annual ex-
penditures, ECDC estimates might be standardized using
other, lower-prevalence population FRI estimates.

The adapted UCLA/RAND method used in this
study14,15 provides an alternative with potential benefits,
using an algorithm based in part upon a review of orthopedic
literature to assess FRI qualification. This AUR method ap-
pears beneficial in identifying additional FRIs not apparent in
e-codes while not overly broadly attributing FRIs to care
episodes, such as those involving treatment for sprains and
strains. The method produces per-FRI episode expenditure
estimates that are in the middle of the range of expenditure
estimates for hospitalized FRIs among prior studies.3 This
suggests that some prior estimates are too high16–19,34 and
that prior cost-effectiveness studies using earlier estimates
may be similarly affected.35–40

Despite these potential advantages to using the AUR
method, there remain issues of note for researchers to con-
sider. For instance, evidence of scaphoid fractures (FRIs in
the AUR) being fall-related41 relies on a study in which only
6 patients of the 158 assessed had a fracture resulting from a
fall.42 Also, shoulder dislocations are considered fall-related
based upon a study that observed that just 59% of 8940
dislocations examined were the result of a fall.43 Yet, these
dislocations may be due to motor vehicle injury2 rather than
falls or may involve exertion by active, healthy older
individuals—with different implications for falls prevention
when compared with FRIs involving less active older adults.
Clearly, no claims-based method of ascribing injury to fall
is perfect. Nonetheless, these newer methods—AUR in
particular—appear to be improvements over the traditional
ECO approach.

The other findings of note are the distribution of ex-
penditures across health care settings and incidence of costs
for Medicare compared with the beneficiary. Expenditures
were primarily associated with hospital, outpatient, and SNF
treatment,5 but varied across identification methods. With
ECDC, the distribution involved greater relative spending in
the hospital versus outpatient and SNF settings; however,
expenditures for those initially treated in the hospital were
similar for beneficiaries using ECDC and AUR; thus, ECDC
captures a greater proportion of less serious injuries than the
other 2 methods. Relative to the traditional ECO method, the
newer AUR method seems to also identify a cohort of less
serious FRIs, but also to capture relatively costly outpatient
injuries not observed using ECO. Also, the relative shares of
DME and hospice expenditures were minimal compared with
other spending across all methods. In all, AUR appears

TABLE 4. Adjusted Annual Medicare Expenditures for Older Adults Experiencing a FRI Using 3 Methods to Identify FRIs in
Medicare Claims Data, 2007–2009

b (95% CI)

Method 1 Method 2 Method 3

Postbaseline expenditures 15,797 (8639–22,954)* 7123 (5346–8901)* 12,215 (8989–15,440)*
Prebaseline expenditures 3626 (�1037 to 8288) 1476 (268–2684)* 2826 (469–5183)*
Expenditures change score (total expenditures) 12,171 (4662–19,680)* 5648 (3819–7476)* 9389 (5969–12,808)*
Patient out-of-pocket expenditures

Total 1900 (688–3113)* 691 (471–911)* 1363 (889–1837)*
Deductible 223 (�51 to 497) 94 (35–154)* 252 (134–371)*
Coinsurance 1677 (582–2773)* 597 (405–789)* 1111 (695–1526)*

Expenditures by initial treatment type
Inpatient 33,418 (15,734–51,101)* 22,749 (10,839–34,658)* 21,441 (11,567–31,281)*
ED only 6128 (�1416 to 13,673) 5405 (1569–9241)* 6142 (1314–10,970)*
Outpatient 6549 (�10,243 to 23,340) 5327 (3328–7325)* 8622 (3991–13,254)*

Percentages may not add up to 100% because several of the estimated expenditure components were negative.
The expenditure outcome is expenditures in the post period minus expenditures in the preperiod (expenditures change score) and the predictor of interest is an indicator for

whether the observation is from the FRI versus non-FRI cohort. The estimated marginal effect of this indicator, or the b coefficient, therefore reflects the differential change in
expenditures experienced over time between individuals who did and did not have an FRI. Because this methodology controls for measurable and unmeasurable confounders that do
not vary within an individual over time, the difference in change scores can be interpreted as the incremental expenditures associated with an FRI during the year after falling. The
models control for baseline sociodemographic, health, and geographic characteristics. Method 1 involves the use of e-codes (880, 881, 882, 884, 885, or 888) only. Method 2 uses the
same e-codes plus primary inpatient diagnostic codes indicating fractures, dislocations, sprains, strains, head injuries, and contusions (ICD-9 diagnostic codes 800–848, 850–854, and
920–924). Method 3 involves FRIs identified using the adapted UCLA/RAND algorithm15 in which FRIs are identified using inpatient (hospital and SNF) ICD-9 primary diagnoses
and the same e-codes plus outpatient diagnoses and procedural codes. Models were estimated using OLS regression with robust SEs. The respective analytic sample sizes for models
estimated separated using FRI identification methods 1–3 were 5518, 5479, and 5497. The models do not include individuals who died during the postindex period. Separate models
were estimated for each type of cost and for each payment source. A single model was estimated to assess costs associated with the FRI initial treatment type—dummy variables for
each type were included (with outpatient only treatment as the reference category) and predicted costs were obtained from model estimates.

*P < 0.05.
CI indicates confidence interval; FRI, fall-related injuries; SNF, skilled nursing facility.
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to present credible estimates of the prevalence of and ex-
penditures (including the distribution across care settings)
involving per-FRI episode and total annual FRI costs. This
method is recommended for future FRI expenditure analyses.

Finally, patient OOP costs associated with FRIs were
similar across the 3 methods, averaging 12%–15% of total
per-FRI episode expenditures. The financial burden of FRIs
for older Medicare beneficiaries appears substantial. Roughly
$700–$1900 in annual patient contributions for each FRI ep-
isode is noteworthy given the prevalence of falls (including

multiple falls) and FRIs among community-dwelling older
adults.44–47

Limitations
Several limitations may apply to this analysis. First,

because many fallers are admitted to a nursing facility,48 FRI-
related expenditures are likely underestimated if a social
planner, rather than Medicare, perspective is taken. Second,
the findings may not be generalizable to the US older Medi-
care population, given the smaller sample size of the models
and because the distribution of FRI types may not be the same
as in the overall older Medicare population. However, similar
results were obtained when using individual-level HRS survey
weights in a sensitivity analysis. Third, results may be biased
due to reverse causality because, given the choice of using
2008 HRS data, some individuals’ self-reported health may
reflect a prior FRI. However, estimates were robust to models
in which potentially endogenous regressors were controlled,
among others (see Appendix B, Supplemental Digital Content
2, http://links.lww.com/MLR/B156).

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, FRIs are costly events, with implications

for beneficiaries in terms of OOP expenditures and the
Medicare program. Although these estimates may be useful
to policymakers assessing the cost-benefit of Medicare falls
prevention programs, this study also provides researchers
with information about various methodological approaches
to assessing FRI prevalence and expenditures. In future
work, careful consideration should be given to the FRI
identification algorithm; falls surveillance and Medicare
expenditure estimates may improve accordingly, with po-
tential implications for the health and safety of older adults.
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